1. CTA Roadways: Theme Way Closed
   - To facilitate work for the Automated People Mover Project, Theme Way from World Way North to Center Way is closed continuously through Wednesday, April 27, 2022
   - Signage is in place for pedestrian and vehicular detours

*Theme Way closed between World Way North and Center Way*
2. CTA Roadways: Terminal 3 Arrivals Level Inner Lanes Closed

- To facilitate utility tie-in work for the Delta Sky Way Project, all Inner Lanes between Terminal 2 and Terminal 3 are closed continuously through Sunday, May 31, 2020
- The LAX-it Shuttle Stop at this area is also closed
- Signage is in place for pedestrian and vehicular detours

All Inner Lanes on the Arrivals Level at Terminal 3 are closed
3. CTA Roadways: Center Way Closure Extended
   - Center Way from Airport Return to Circle Way will remain closed through Friday, May 15 at 8AM (extended from Monday, April 27) to facilitate Automated People Mover construction
   - Signage is in place for pedestrian and vehicular detours

Portions of Center Way, southbound East Way, and northbound East Way remain closed through May 15, 2020
4. Progress Update: Terminal 4.5 Tower Crane

- The tower crane between Terminals 4 and 5 is fully built for the Terminal 4.5 APM Core project
- The crane is scheduled to be in place through September 2021
- See below for a before and after of the difference one week makes

Terminal 4.5 Tower Crane full built as of Monday, April 27, 2020

As of Monday, April 20, 2020, only the base was constructed

Change is in the Air(port).

LAX WAY BETTER. REALLY.